Thursday, 18th October

Why don’t you ask me about my learning this week? We have done lots of
things that include:
English – Correct use of commas, features of non-chronological reports, using the internet to research
writing a non-chronological report.
Maths – Shape logical puzzles, differences between 2D and 3D shapes, labelling 3D shapes.
Computing – Creating hyperlinks within a powerpoint document.
Science – Why do we have seasons? Rocket Day write up.
PE – Netball.
Music – Creating their own motif.
Harvest Festival at Church.

I can’t believe we are already at the end of our first half term! In English this week, we have looked at nonchronological reports. We have discussed the features of these texts, conducted research and written a report
with a minimum of 6 sections. We have continued learning about the importance of commas. Keep an eye out
for comma mistakes – they are everywhere! In maths, we have continued learning about the properties of 2D
and 3D shapes. The children have tried really hard to get their heads around all the different terminology
involved with shape.
I would like to congratulate the children in our class who have represented our school at football tournaments
this week. They all played well and did Moulton proud.
I won’t be settling a formal piece of homework over half term. I expect children to read and learn their spellings
though!
Have a lovely half term and stay safe. I’ll see you back at school on Monday, 29th October.

Miss Rutter
Free 10 minutes? You could…
Read!

Times Tables!

Maths Facts

We expect 5 read a week at
Moulton!
Squeeze an extra read in to be a Star
Reader.

We’ve had a bit of a passing drought
this week – although several
children are achingly close!

Practice maths facts!
Can your child tell you minutes to
the next hour?
What is needed to add to get to 100
or 1000 from a given number?

Bonus RTs for children who are Star
Reader over the half term break!

Get rocking on Times Table
Rockstars!

Get practicing!

